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Sustained performance of transportation sector

**Transport security** – a state of protection of objects of transport infrastructure and transportation means from acts of unlawful interference (Article 1, paragraph 10)

Transport safety
(technical / technological)

Protection against and liquidation of consequences of natural disasters

Protection against illegal acts of criminal nature
Goal of transport security provision  
(Article 2, paragraph 1)

- Sustained and secure performance of transportation sector,
- Protection of interests of individuals, society and the State from acts of unlawful interference

Tasks of transport security provision  
(Article 2, paragraph 2)

- Succession of the stages being executed from elaboration of the system of transport security measures to their implementation, including control
Vulnerability assessment of transport infrastructure objects on the basis of security requirements compliance control

Non-compliance with security requirements means existence of vulnerability.
Categorization of objects of transport infrastructure according to the degree of danger at the moment of a terrorist threat is carried out on the basis of a specific scale with the use of typical examples of objects of every category.
Requirements to providing transport security (Article 8)

- Requirements take into account:
  - Particular threats,
  - Categories of objects and means of transport,
  - Levels of security

and they are obligatory for observance by all the subjects of transport infrastructure.
Description of the operation process of certain subsystems

Elaboration of plans of providing transport security for transport infrastructure objects and transportation means

Plans provide for a system of transport security measures
With the purpose of the implementation of transport security measures, a common state transport security information system is being created, which, in particular, consists of automated passenger personal information database. The database is formed in the following types of transportation:

1) domestic and international air transportation;
2) long-distance railway transportation;
3) international maritime, inland waterways and road transportation.
System of implementation of transport security measures

Evaluation of DANGER
Ministry of Transport
Federal Security Service
Ministry of the Interior

Definition of CATEGORIES
Ministry of Transport
Federal Security Service
Ministry of the Interior
Ministry of Economic Development and Trade

Definition of LEVELS OF SECURITY
Government of the Russian Federation

Carrying out of VULNERABILITY ASSESSMENT
Specialized organization is accredited by a relevant authority

Definition of TRANSPORT SECURITY REQUIREMENTS

Elaboration of PLANS FOR TRANSPORT SECURITY PROVISION
Implementation of these PLANS

Subject of transport infrastructure

Control Oversight (in accordance with the legislation)

Relevant authority – Federal Agencies of the Ministry of Transport

Ministry of Transport
Federal Security Service
Ministry of the Interior
Ministry of Economic Development
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